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ABSTRACT: TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI) measurements
of carbon monoxide (CO) vertical column enhancements in optically thick biomass
burning plumes were evaluated using measurements from the University of
Colorado Airborne Solar Occultation Flux (CU AirSOF) instrument during the
2018 Biomass Burning Fluxes of Trace Gases and Aerosols (BB-FLUX) field
campaign in the northwestern United States. The different temporal and spatial
scales and measurement geometries sampled from the aircraft and satellite are
actively accounted for by (1) focusing on coincident measurements, (2) comparing
spatial integrals of CO enhancements across plume transects, (3) using the
FLEXible PARTicle (FLEXPART) dispersion model to correct for atmospheric
transport, and (4) accounting for Averaging Kernels (AVK). TROPOMI is found to
be systematically higher relative to the aircraft by +36% for the operational product
(+27% preoperational product) without geospatial and temporal corrections.
Consecutive transects by CU AirSOF revealed significant variations between integrated CO enhancements (on average 28% over
30 min) on the satellite sub-pixel scale. When the additional corrections are applied (FLEXPART, and to a lesser degree also AVK),
the average bias is reduced to +10% for the operational product (+7.2% preoperational), which is insignificant within 15%
uncertainty (variability among case studies, 95% confidence level). Radiative transfer simulations in synthetic plumes indicate that
multiple scattering can enhance satellite CO signals by 5−10% at high aerosol loads, which warrants further attention. Smoke
strongly reduces trace gas measurements at ultraviolet and visible wavelengths (by up to a factor of 6), highlighting the importance of
multispectral aerosol properties in thick smoke.
KEYWORDS: biomass burning, TROPOMI, carbon monoxide, vertical column densities, remote sensing, satellite evaluation

1. INTRODUCTION
Wildfires are important sources of aerosols and many
atmospheric trace gases,1 and have far-reaching impacts on
global ecosystems and human health.2−5 Studies suggest that
wildfire frequency will continue to increase due to global
climate change.6,7 The National Academy of Sciences
recognizes the need to better quantify emissions of gases
from wildfires as a priority area for future atmospheric
chemistry research,8 with the goal of predicting a net flux
using models. Sampling wildfires pose many challenges as fires
often ignite sporadically in remote regions that are hard to
access from the ground. While research aircraft can efficiently
sample wildfire plumes, they are often not available for the
entire fire season and are often unable to sample close to the
fire. Conversely, satellite instruments like the TROPOspheric
Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI) can measure directly
over plumes and can provide daily coverage over the entire
globe with a high spatial resolution, but these measurements
require validation from ground or airborne platforms (e.g.,
Borsdorff et al.;9,10 Theys et al.;11 Guo et al.;12 Sha et al.13). Of

the species emitted by fires, carbon monoxide (CO) is the
single most abundant reactive carbon species and is well suited
for measurements due to its large emissions from biomass
burning14 and its long atmospheric lifetime.15,16

Several aircraft campaigns examining wildfires were con-
ducted in the northwestern United States during the summer
of 2018, including the Western Wildfire Experiment for Cloud
Chemistry, Aerosol Absorption, and Nitrogen (WE-CAN; e.g.,
Permar et al.;17 Juncosa Calahorrano et al.;18 Lindaas et al.19)
and the Biomass Burning Fluxes of Trace Gases and Aerosols
field campaign (BB-FLUX; Volkamer et al.20,21). The BB-
FLUX campaign incorporated the use of innovative remote
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sensing instruments developed to better quantify emission
fluxes of trace gases from wildfires.20,22−24 From the
foundation provided in Kille et al.,22 airborne CO column
measurements can be compared with those measured by
satellites. This study focuses on TROPOMI25 onboard the
Sentinel-5 Precursor (S-5P) satellite, which provides total
vertical column measurements of CO and methane
(CH4

26−28) with daily global coverage at high spatial
resolution retrieved from the shortwave-infrared (SWIR)
measurements. The TROPOMI CO dataset has already been
used to detect pollution in cities and suburbs, as well as from
traffic along main roads.9,29−31 The TROPOMI CO dataset
was validated with TCCON (Total Carbon Column Observing
Network32) measurements that show the dataset fulfills the
mission requirements (10% precision and 15% accuracy for
single soundings9,10,13,33). However, the measurements of the
TCCON stations are mainly remote from pollution sources
and represent the CO background concentration. Borsdorff et
al.9 used ground-based Network for the Detection of
Atmospheric Composition Change (NDACC) measurements
to validate the TROPOMI CO dataset for polluted scenes in
Mexico City. In that study, good agreement between satellite
and ground-based measurements required strict collocation
and temporal criteria due to highly variable CO columns.
Data from the ultraviolet−visible (UV−vis) detector on

TROPOMI have been used to derive biomass burning trace
gas emissions and lifetimes,34,35 proxies for combustion
efficiency,36 and to study direct emissions of CO (e.g.,
Borsdorff et al.31 and Vellalassery et al.37). However, to the

best of our knowledge, direct comparisons of TROPOMI CO
columns with aircraft column measurements for biomass
burning events have not yet been performed and hold the
potential to improve the characterization of global wildfire
emissions. In complex environments affected by wildfire
smoke, airborne column measurements are particularly well
suited for satellite validation, as they can position the sensor
close to the smoke source to integrate over horizontal and
vertical heterogeneities inside the plume. The University of
Colorado Airborne Solar Occultation Flux (CU AirSOF)
instrument retrieves CO columns in nearly the same spectral
range as TROPOMI using measurements along the direct solar
beam22 and thus provides an excellent dataset for comparison
with TROPOMI.
This study addresses a fundamental sampling challenge that

consists of the different spatial and temporal sampling scales of
the aircraft and satellite. CO columns are vertical concen-
tration integrals and are further integrated horizontally across
the plumes; the data are then time-aligned with dispersion
models38−41 to correct for the downwind transport of CO.
While in situ and column CO measurements have both been
successfully used to normalize the relative abundances of trace
gases and aerosols in wildfire smoke (e.g., Akagi et al.;2

Andreae;15 Kille et al.22), satellite measurements of CO in
context of other trace gases11,34−36 require to consider
radiative transfer,11,42 in particular the wavelength dependence
of aerosol scattering and absorption of solar photons in the
smoke plume. Section 2 describes active measures taken in this
study to deal with the fundamental sampling challenge in time

Table 1. BB-FLUX Research Flights and AirSOF Codes, where PUN_C-## Stands for a Plume Underpass, and the Respective
Occurrence of That Underpass (See Text S2)a

date
flight
number fire name

BB-FLUX underpass and
sampling time

Lat/Lon sampling
range

TROPOMI orbit
number

TROPOMI
overpass time

ΔTime
(HH:MM)

% CO column
above plane

Aug-
02

RF05 CA smoke
river

PUN_C-01
19:58:50−20:36:37

[40, 42.5] [−119.0,
−117.0]

4163 20:30:00 −00:12 99

Aug-
08

RF09 Rabbit PUN_C-01
21:11:45−21:16:45

[44.5, 45.5] 4248 20:20:00 00:54 97

Foot PUN_C-02
21:21:32−21:27:38

[−114.5, −113.0] 01:05 98

Aug-
12

RF11 Rabbit PUN_C-07
19:59:47−20:05:14

[44.5, 46.0] 4305 20:45:00 −00:42 100

Foot PUN_C-08
20:07:04−20:14:44

[−115.0, −112.5] −00:34 100

Aug-
15

RF13 Rabbit PUN_C-04
21:08:09−21:17:22

[44.3, 45.8] 4348 21:30:00 −00:17 b

Foot PUN_C-05
21:23:46−21:33:07

[−115.0, −112.5] 00:02

Aug-
19

RF15 Watson PUN_C-02
21:50:16−21:55:01

[42.0, 44.5] 4405 21:54:00 −00:01 96

Creek PUN_C-03
21:58:22−22:03:12

[−122.0, −119.0] 00:07 94

Aug-
25

RF21 Watson PUN_C-04
19:44:29−19:48:59

4489 20:00:00 −00:13 98

PUN_C-05
20:04:32−20:10:18

[42.0, 44.5] 00:07 100

Creek PUN_C-06
20:13:04−20:20:03

[−122.0, −119.0] 00:17 97

PUN_C-07
20:20:50−20:27:36

00:24 101

Aug-
25

RF22 Watson PUN_C-01
22:34:29−22:40:25

[42.0, 44.5] 4490 21:41:00 00:55 99

Creek PUN_C-02
22:42:40−22:48:52

[−122.0, −119.0] 01:05 92

aAll times displayed are in UTC, and all flights were conducted in 2018. Delta times compare the TROPOMI orbit time to the center aircraft
underpass time. bIndicates in situ CO instrument was not working and a % column could not be calculated.
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and space, and introduces case studies and radiative transfer
simulation tools used to assess the (multispectral) effects of
aerosols in thick wildfire smoke. Section 3 aims to better
understand the accuracy of CO column enhancements to
better quantify wildfire emissions (e.g., Bela et al.;43 Burling et
al.;44 Kille et al.;22 Volkamer et al.20) and assess the
uncertainties due to aerosols in optically thick smoke plumes.
The results from the measurement comparisons are explored in
Sections 3.1−3.4, followed by an error budget, bias assessment
in thick wildfire smoke, radiative transfer simulations to assess
the effects of aerosols in thick wildfire smoke at different
wavelengths, and Section 4.

2. METHODS
2.1. BB-FLUX Campaign. The BB-FLUX field campaign

(https://volkamergroup.colorado.edu/timeline/field/bb-flux)
took place during the 2018 western U.S. wildfire season, with
the primary goal of better quantifying emissions from
wildfires.20,21 CU AirSOF was deployed on the University of
Wyoming King Air to calculate the emission fluxes of trace gas
for these wildfires across 37 research flights (RFs).20−22

Additional mission objectives included characterizing plume
dynamics, such as injection height, and studying the secondary
production of ozone in wildfires. Of particular interest for this
study was exploring the synergies of suborbital and orbital
measurements of biomass burning plumes. The aircraft was
positioned to fly underpasses below the plumes, with the goal
of capturing the full plume column above the plane from
direct-sun absorption measurements with CU AirSOF at
infrared wavelengths.22 Trace gases, including CO and NH3,
were targets from underpasses of biomass burning plumes.
Profile shape information was determined using in situ
measurements during vertical profiles through the plume.
Similar profiles were also taken outside the plume to
characterize the background.
In total, 143 successful underpass measurements were

performed during BB-FLUX, and the ones listed in Table 1
were selected for comparison to TROPOMI, with Figure 1
illustrating the orbital perspective of a subset of these cases
sampled from the Rabbit Foot and Watson Creek fires during
August 2018. More details on the mission objectives and

design of the BB-FLUX project can be found in Volkamer et
al.20

2.2. CU Airborne Solar Occultation Flux. The CU
AirSOF instrument is described in Kille et al.22 for applications
to biomass burning plumes during BB-FLUX. The instrument
operates under the principles of Fourier transform spectros-
copy (FTS) and incorporates motion-stabilized optics for real-
time solar tracking through a zinc selenide viewport in the top
of the plane. To measure CO in the SWIR regime, vibrational
overtone bands from 2350 to 2373 nm (4214−4254 cm−1) are
fit from spectra captured by CU AirSOF using SFIT4
v0.9.4.445 with fit settings described in Table S1. The CO
cross section used for the fit is from the HIgh Resolution
TRANsmission 2012 (HITRAN46) database.
By design, CU AirSOF measures a vertical column density

(VCD) due to the motion-stabilized solar tracking maintaining
a direct-sun geometry. The solar zenith angle provides the
necessary correction to convert the slant column to a vertical
column. Here, the threshold of success to accept an SFIT4 CO
column, when using the CO VCD measurements, includes
three criteria: algorithm convergence, solar tracking through-
out the duration of the measurement, and a root-mean-square
(RMS) error below 1.5%.

2.3. TROPOMI. 2.3.1. CO Column Retrievals. TROPO-
MI47 is a polar-orbiting instrument that typically flies over the
western U.S. between 20:00 and 22:00 UTC, or about 12:00−
14:00 local time for the Rabbit Foot fire (11:00−13:00 local
time for the Watson Creek fire). These local sampling times
tend to fall before the typical peak fire activity at 21/22 and
+2/+3 UTC in the western U.S. (e.g., Wiggins et al.48). The
TROPOMI grating spectrometer measures solar spectra
reflected by the Earth’s surface in the UV−vis (270−500
nm), near-IR (675−775 nm), and SWIR (2305−2385 nm)
spectral bands. Measured atmospheric trace gases included
nitrogen dioxide (NO2

49), formaldehyde (HCHO50), nitrous
acid (HONO11) CO, and CH4.

27,28 The TROPOMI CO data
product is derived from the SWIR measurements deploying
the Shortwave Infrared CO Retrieval (SICOR) developed for
the European Space Agency’s (ESA) operational processing of
TROPOMI data.26 The algorithm is a multiscattering code
that retrieves effective parameters describing the cloud
contamination of the measurement (cloud height, cloud
optical thickness) simultaneously with the trace gas columns.
Hence, the total column averaging kernels (AVKs) supplied for
individual retrievals reflect the loss of sensitivity of the retrieval
under cloudy atmospheric conditions.
TROPOMI provides daily global coverage and, compared to

older satellites, an improved spatial resolution up to 7.0 × 7.0
km2 in the SWIR in 2018 (updated to 5.5 × 7.0 km2 in August
2019). Data from TROPOMI has been used already to
constrain daily emissions estimates of trace gases such as
NOx

51 and smaller point sources of pollution (e.g., Beirle et
al.;51 Theys et al.;11 Jin et al.34). In most cases, TROPOMI was
not measured in a nadir geometry, which led to pixel size
deviations from the maximum 7.0 × 7.0 km2 resolution, and is
addressed in Section 3.1.
For this study, we use both the currently available

TROPOMI CO dataset (Version 1.02.02 for the applicable
orbits in 201852) and the preoperational TROPOMI CO
dataset developed by SRON The Netherlands Institute for
Space Research, which includes features and improvements
planned for ESA’s future operational dataset.10,53 The forward
calculation of the operational dataset is based on the HITRAN

Figure 1. Overview map of the fires of interest sampled during the
2018 BB-FLUX campaign. Of the 37 total research flights (RFs), 5 are
chosen for comparison in this study. Insets for each wildfire probed
showcase a visible stationary image for a single day’s measurements.
The Rabbit Foot image was taken on 12 August 2018, and the Watson
Creek image on 25 August 2018, via NASA Worldview. Overlaid are
the extracted flight tracks where aircraft measurements were taken, as
well as fire perimeters (orange traces) for a given day.
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200854 database with an updated water vapor cross section.55

The preoperational dataset uses the Scientific Exploitation of
Operational Missions−Improved Atmospheric Spectroscopy
Databases (SEOM-IAS) database developed for the TROPO-
MI mission (https://zenodo.org/record/1009122#.Yg_BxC-
B1eM). Borsdorff et al.10 showed that by using SEOM-IAS
instead of HITRAN 2008 for the TROPOMI CO retrieval, a
better spectral fit and a lower bias with TCCON and the
Copernicus Atmospheric Monitoring Service−Integrated Fore-
casting System (CAMS-IFS) can be achieved. The SEOM-IAS
is also used for the operational processing; however, the orbits
used in this study were not yet reprocessed. More details about
the operational product for CO are given in the algorithm
theoretical baseline document (ATBD27) and user manual.56

The two datasets are filtered for clear-sky and moderate cloud
conditions using the quality assurance value (“qa_value”) for
each ground pixel (qa_value > 0.527). Furthermore, the CO
VCDs are corrected for stripe noise following the approach
described by Borsdorff et al.10

In the UV regime, challenges arise with smoke plumes being
optically thick, and measurements from the satellite and
aircraft cannot be directly compared due to differences in the
air mass factors (AMF), the weighted average photon path
through the plume.11 However, in the IR, we expect smoke
masking to be much less of an issue (as is further corroborated
in Section 3.6), enabling a more direct comparison of VCDs
from both platforms.
2.3.2. CO Column Averaging Kernels. The TROPOMI CO

retrieval algorithm scales a vertical concentration profile of CO
to achieve a good fit between the simulation and measure-
ment.57 This makes use of a priori information on the CO
vertical distribution taken from the TM5 model.58 However,
the actual vertical distribution may differ significantly from the
a priori, and for data interpretation, the algorithm calculates a
CO column AVK for each ground pixel. The AVK character-
izes the vertical sensitivity of the retrieval and the relative
contribution of the measurement and a priori at each
altitude.59 Figure 1 in Borsdorff et al.9 shows example cases
for total column averaging kernels under clear-sky and cloudy
conditions. The lowermost value of the AVK representative for
the ground level for clear-sky conditions is, in general, higher
than 0.8, indicating good sensitivity for CO. This value is
reduced for cloud-contaminated measurements due to
shielding and scattering of light by clouds in the observation
geometry of the satellite.
In this study, we use the AVK supplied with the TROPOMI

CO measurements to correct for the smoothing error of the
retrieval by assuming that the vertical CO concentration profile
measured by the aircraft is an estimate of the truth and
representative of the whole plume. We extend the aircraft
profile above the maximal flight height (5−6 km) with the a
priori information used in the TROPOMI retrieval. The AVK
correction is done as given in eq 1

=
z N z z

N z z
AVK

AVK( ) ( )d

( )d

z

zcorr
0

0 (1)

where AVK(z) is the AVK value at some height z, N(z) is the
CO concentration at height z, and dz is the height of the
altitude bin where the AVK is calculated, which is defined by
the TROPOMI radiative transfer vertical grid. When a profile
measurement from the aircraft is available to characterize N(z),

the measured CO concentration is used in place of the CO and
grid from TM5. Outside the measurement range of the aircraft,
a priori data from TM5 is used. The resulting corrected VCD,
VCDcorr, for TROPOMI, is scaled inversely by AVKcorr such
that VCDcorr = VCD/AVKcorr.

2.4. Bridging Geospatial Sampling Scales. Compar-
isons between measurements of a suborbital aircraft platform
and satellites require reconciliation of their respective spatial
sampling scales. CU AirSOF averages spectra every 4 s,
whereas TROPOMI surveys the wildfire up to twice during the
day if the fire is at the edge of an orbit scan. We define
integrated CO differential VCDs (dVCDs) to bridge the
spatial sampling scales, where the dVCD has been background-
corrected. In cases where TROPOMI measurements can be
sampled along the aircraft transect, we define that transect as
the line integral path according to eq 2, where s is the distance
along the transect.

=s sdVCD d (VCD VCD )d
s s

0 0
bkgd (2)

By integrating, we average CO along a cross section of the
plume; assuming the air mass is the same, these values should
be comparable over the fine and coarse sampling scales of CU
AirSOF and TROPOMI, respectively.
For the aircraft, the background is sampled on either side of

the plume and linearly interpolated across the flight transect.
Thus, the background may be variable across multiple
transects. This analysis becomes more complex for the satellite
when the plume structure and surrounding scene are not well
constrained. The aircraft, sampling on a much finer spatial
scale, can resolve smaller discrepancies in background air
versus the biomass plume, whereas the satellite could fail to
resolve the plume edge depending on the ground pixel size.
Thus, for cases where horizontal plume transect shapes are not
the same, we define a transaction line near-parallel to the flight
transect and draw the line far into the air mass outside of the
plume. The CO column along the transaction lines is assumed
to have a Gaussian distribution, G(x). Additionally, the
background on either side of the transaction line can vary;
thus, the extracted VCDs along the transaction line can be
expressed as H0 + H1x + A0G(x), where H0 + H1x represents
the background correction along the line. The corresponding
error due to background variability is described further in
Section 3.5.

2.5. Bridging Temporal Scales. In addition to the
integration approach, some case studies presented in this
paper did not have near-synchronous measurement times;
however, these cases could still be analyzed after correcting for
the time elapsed from smoke emissions from the fire source to
the sampled location of the aircraft and TROPOMI. The
transport time was estimated using the Lagrangian particle
dispersion model FLEXPART coupled with the Weather
Research and Forecasting (WRF) model (FLEXPART-
WRF38) following the method described in Theys et al.11

Briefly, particles were released and advected from each fire
location using emission strength and plume injection height
from the Global Fire Assimilation System60 and meteorological
data from WRF (using meteorological fields from the
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts up
to a 2.5 km resolution). The model output was binned into
different age classes defined as the time elapsed since the
release of the particles. The plume age was then retrieved at
the aircraft coordinates and for every TROPOMI pixel center.
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Finally, the pixels with the same plume age as the aircraft,
either upwind or downwind, were outlined and corrected for
transport time (Theys et al.11). Errors could persist as several
fires were found to strengthen rapidly over tens of minutes
when sampled back-to-back by CU AirSOF and must be
considered before comparing integrated dVCDs between each
platform.

2.6. Selection of Case Studies. For this study, seven RFs
are well suited for comparison with the TROPOMI CO data
products, as detailed in Table 1. Given that TROPOMI passes
through the scenes once during the day between 20:00 and
22:00 UTC (11/12:00 and 13/14:00 local time), we select
cases with time differences of an hour or less between
TROPOMI and CU AirSOF. The criterion of an hour
maximum time difference was to ensure that CO columns
were compared with minimal possibility of mixing with
recirculation of aged air from wildfire smoke. Larger time
deltas come with the risk of rapidly evolving fire strength in
time, which could introduce significant error if the satellite
scene has changed significantly compared to when the aircraft
made a measurement. With this constraint, we then focus on
case studies with well-defined plumes, and clear, unpolluted
CO backgrounds next to the plumes. In more heterogeneous
scenes, such as RF15, the analysis can still be performed using
the transaction lines discussed in Section 2.5. Additional case
studies are described in Text S3.

2.7. Radiative Transfer Simulations. The Monte Carlo
Atmospheric Radiative Transfer Inversion Model version 3
(McArtim361) program was used to understand the effect of
aerosol particles on the transmission of light through a biomass
burning plume. Full details of the simulations are given in the
Supporting Information (see Text S4). In brief, an aerosol
plume with a predefined IR aerosol optical depth (AOD) was
simulated at a plume peak of 2.0 km above sea level (kmsl),
assuming the ground is at 1.0 kmsl, and distributed vertically
using a Gaussian function with a full width at half-maximum of

0.5 km. McArtim3 outputs are used to calculate the Box Air
Mass Factor (BoxAMF), which quantifies the sensitivity of the
photon path to changes in concentrations for a modeled
altitude bin. The model was run at a fine altitude grid (0.05 km
layers) in the lowest 3.0 km to resolve detailed information on
the BoxAMF and was then run at a coarser grid (ca. 0.5−1.0
km layers) to the top of the atmosphere. Simulations were run
in the UV (355 nm), visible (455 nm), and SWIR (2337.5
nm), with absorbers appropriate for each window (see Table
S2).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. RF13 Case Study. Figure 2a shows the satellite scan of

the Rabbit Foot fire during RF13 on 15 August 2018. Aircraft
data for two underpasses with minimal temporal differences
(<10 min) to the satellite are plotted in Figure 2b,c with the
extracted satellite data along the flight track. CU AirSOF
captures some fire strengthening across the two underpasses,
but the plume shape is relatively unchanged and peaks at the
same distance along the flight track. The aircraft captures peak
values of 7.5 × 1018 molec cm−2 of CO, and the satellite
detects 7.0 × 1018 molec cm−2 of CO at the same location,
both without background subtraction. This 7% difference in
the CO VCD measurement between each platform suggests
that TROPOMI is also measuring the entire CO column since
CU AirSOF captures nearly 100% of the total plume CO (see
Table 1). The preoperational TROPOMI data does show
lower CO VCDs and is in better agreement with aircraft data
from the fourth underpass. At the sub-pixel scale, CU AirSOF
captures stronger variability with individual measurements
averaged every 4 s. TROPOMI also captures this variability at
a coarser scale. In plume edges, this could lead to larger
uncertainties in the retrieved CO.
The background offset becomes straightforward when the

measurement platforms have good spatial and temporal
alignment. Figure 2b,c shows nearly identical CO VCDs at

Figure 2. Top row: (a) CO VCDs as observed by TROPOMI during the 15 August 2018 Rabbit Foot fire (during RF13). (b, c) Aircraft
measurements of the midpoint VCD (red circles) plotted along a sampling axis. TROPOMI data (operational: purple crosses, preoperational: green
squares) are extracted along the aircraft flight track and plotted along the same distance axis. Bottom row: (d−f) same as the top row, except
background corrections have been applied by averaging at the start and stop of each measurement. Note that with background subtraction applied,
and the direction of the winds being northwesterly, the Goldstone fire (northeast of the flight transect) is not actively contributing to the Rabbit
Foot fire biomass burning plume and is ignored.
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the plume ends of each measurement transect (exact values in
Table S3). Thus, the average of the two regions outside the
plume can be used to derive a background-corrected CO
dVCD product for the entire scene, as shown in Figure 2d−f.
The TROPOMI pixel sizes are large for the RF13 case study
(shown in Table S3); however, we hypothesize that since the
longer dimension of the TROPOMI pixels is aligned with the
mean direction of the wind field, this is not a limitation on
interpreting the dataset. The minor axis was parallel with the
aircraft transect, and longitudinal heterogeneity of the CO
VCDs could be assessed by both the satellite and aircraft into
background.
Finally, Figure 3 shows the pixel to aircraft correlation of the

operational CO VCD without background subtraction.

Generally, the satellite sees slightly higher values compared
to CU AirSOF, especially outside of the maximum CO VCDs
in the plume center. It is interesting to note that larger
deviations are observed for mid-level CO VCDs, and could be
related to the pixel resolution of TROPOMI, where the
mismatch between spatial scales probed is relatively more
important in heterogeneous scenes near the plume boundary.
The slope in the fifth underpass in Figure 3b is 1.3, suggesting
operational TROPOMI data was, on average, 30% higher than
CU AirSOF data during this time-aligned underpass. The
fourth underpass, shown in Figure 3a, occurs ∼15 min prior to
the TROPOMI overpass and had a slope of 1.5, which is
indicative of fast wildfire intensification over tens of minutes.
When TROPOMI aligns in time with CU AirSOF, the CO
VCD agreement improved by ∼20%.

3.2. Challenges of the RF11 Case Study. 3.2.1. Time
Alignment with FLEXPART. CU AirSOF was sampling the
Rabbit Foot fire around 20:00 UTC on 12 August 2018 during
RF11 and TROPOMI conducted its overpass at 20:45 UTC. A
correction is needed to identify the satellite pixels correspond-
ing to the CU AirSOF measurement. FLEXPART indicates the
range of pixels in Figure 4, and transaction lines are drawn to
sample TROPOMI CO VCDs through different transects,
each corresponding to a slightly different plume age. The
bolded transaction line from Figure 4 was chosen to integrate
the CO dVCD. The error from choosing different lines, in an

attempt to characterize FLEXPART plume age errors, is
explored in Section 3.5. Additional case studies requiring time
alignment of CU AirSOF and TROPOMI data are explored in
the Supporting Information.
3.2.2. Background Observations between Sampling

Scales. Due to the FLEXPART correction needed to compare
the aircraft to the satellite, transaction lines are drawn in Figure
4a,b approximately parallel to the flight track and extend far
into the background. For a homogeneous scene such as RF13,
this variability is expected to be low. For RF11, however, after
background correction, Figure 4b reveals some enhancements
north of the Rabbit Foot fire that are not removed with the
local correction.
After the background correction is applied, the wildfire

plume comparison can be made. Figure 4c shows CO VCDs
and dVCDs from the CU AirSOF underpass, and Figure 4d
shows the extracted information downwind using the
TROPOMI CO datasets. Note that the distance sampling
scales are no longer identical since lateral dispersion has
occurred downwind, which emphasizes the importance of a
carefully calculated background. With the FLEXPART
corrections, the backgrounds differ for the aircraft and satellite,
measured at ∼2.1 × 1018 and 1.8 × 1018 molec cm−2 of CO
(1.7 × 1018 molec cm−2 preoperational), respectively. After
correcting for the background, at the plume peak, both
platforms measure ∼6 × 1018 molec cm−2 of CO. However, the
plume widths measured by each platform differ from
background to background. The width is ∼30 km from aircraft
measurements, whereas the width from the satellite is ∼40 km.
The use of transaction lines and FLEXPART assist to apply a
consistent background correction across spatial and temporal
scales for each platform.

3.3. Leveraging Profile Shape Information. Recall from
Section 2.3.2 that the true vertical distribution of CO is known
from aircraft measurements. Under the assumption that it is
representative of the full domain of the plume, the smoothing

Figure 3. Raw TROPOMI versus CU AirSOF CO VCDs for CO
extracted along the aircraft flight track. RF13 for (a) PUN_C-04 and
(b) PUN_C-05. Red points are averaged aircraft measurements over
each TROPOMI pixel, and gray points display the variability in
aircraft measurements for each pixel. Also plotted in green are 1:1,
2:1, and 1:2 lines. The best fit line (dashed black line) using a
nonlinear orthogonal distance regression is shown.

Figure 4. Top row: (a) CO VCDs as seen by TROPOMI, with
dVCDs shown in (b). Overlaid in filled circles are the CU AirSOF
CO VCDs measured before the satellite overpass. Black pixel outlines
indicate the range of TROPOMI data to be sampled. (c) Aircraft data
for a plume underpass during RF11. (d) Extracted TROPOMI CO
measurements along the bolded transaction line from (a, b).
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error of the column retrieved by TROPOMI can be corrected.
Figure 5a shows the in situ aircraft information during RF11,

profile information, and CO column AVKs. When the pixel is
cloud-contaminated, the AVK falls to ∼0.3 near the surface.
When applying eq 1, Figure 5b shows the calculated AVK
correction factor at each point along the satellite transaction
line chosen for comparison in RF11. In general, the pixel AVK
is well constrained by the a priori information on the CO
profile except for the southern-most edge of the plume. The
correction factor, however, tended to be near unity, and in
near-background conditions, contributions to the final
integration value would be small.
AVK correction factors are calculated for the remaining

research flights in Figure S6. In general, the AVK correction
factor did not correct the TROPOMI VCD more than 20%
across all cases, and these larger corrections typically occurred
along the plume edges or backgrounds. Only RF22 was
substantially impacted by the in situ profile information near
the plume peak, and a smaller total integrated CO dVCD was
calculated.

3.4. Integrated CO dVCDs in Wildfire Smoke. After all
corrections have been made to resolve spatial and temporal
differences between each platform, the CO dVCDs were
integrated along each aircraft transect and transaction line and
are illustrated in Figure 6. Cases that required a FLEXPART
correction are identified and the timestamp for each measure-
ment is labeled along the horizontal axis. RF13 has the most
straightforward analysis, and the integrated result for the
satellite was higher by +30% for the operational dataset (+22%
preoperational). The preoperational dataset improved the
comparison for RF13. RF15 highlights the strength of using a
longer transaction line to appropriately background-correct the
raw VCDs in both satellite products. The comparison to
PUN_C-02, which occurred during the TROPOMI overpass,
only differed by +4.9% (+3.2% preoperational). FLEXPART

was most useful in RF22 where the integrated CO dVCDs
relative to aircraft transect PUN_C-01 differed only by −1.6%
(−2.7%). In general, the integrated CO dVCDs were found to
be higher than the aircraft even after resolving for the spatial
and temporal differences. The preoperational dataset was
found to reduce this high relative difference.
Integration results were comparable within 68% for RF05,

but the difference likely derives from the length of the
integration and heterogeneity measured by the aircraft over a
substantial sampling time. RF11 resulted in a poor comparison
likely due to rapidly strengthening emissions on the order of
minutes between transects, as revealed by CU AirSOF. Thus,
accurate assignment of the plume age at the aircraft and
satellite is exceedingly important to make the best comparison.
When taken to a global scale, this result also highlights the
importance of fast temporal variability of wildfires.

3.5. Error Budget. 3.5.1. Error Calculations. Components
of the error bars are reported in Table 2 for each measurement
platform while considering both instrument and comparison
errors. As shown in Kille et al.,22 CU AirSOF errors are limited
to systematic uncertainties due to the CO cross section (2.6%
uncertainty) and random sampling errors (5.5% uncertainty),
where the latter is reduced by scaling the error by the inverse
square root of the number of measurements in the background
air. For the comparison errors, the background uncertainty was
calculated by comparing the mean background CO VCDs on
the plume edges relative to the mean CO VCD enhancement.
This error generally contributed a small amount to the total
quadrature sum, averaging ∼1.7% for all case studies. This
indicated that CU AirSOF measures comparable backgrounds
on either side of the plume and generally does not limit the
total error (with exception of RF15). Generally, the geospatial
position error of the aircraft is small with latitude and
longitude errors of 9 × 10−6 and 1.2 × 10−5 degrees,
respectively, with an average error contribution of ∼0.5% or
smaller. Overall, the aircraft measurement is well constrained,
in part owing to the better spatial resolution to characterize
backgrounds on either side of the plume.

Figure 5. (a) From left to right: Vertical profiles of the in situ aircraft
measurements during RF11, a priori CO profile used in the
TROPOMI retrieval algorithm, and extracted preoperational column
averaging kernels for a cloudy, plume edge (or clear), and smoke-filled
pixel. (b) AVK correction factor derived from the top row of
information. (c) Preoperational satellite dVCD (green boxes) and
AVK-corrected dVCD (black boxes).

Figure 6. Summary of the integrated dVCDs for all case studies for
CU AirSOF underpasses (red circles), operational TROPOMI data
(purple crosses), and preoperational TROPOMI data (green
squares). Lighter-colored satellite markers perform the integration
using the AVK correction factor on the dVCD from Figures 5 (and
S6) to correct for the in situ profile shape measured during BB-FLUX.
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Our comparison method using TROPOMI CO is affected
by instrument errors, including systematic uncertainty and the
AVK correction (null space), and comparison errors due to
background variability and the FLEXPART correction. First,
both the operational and preoperational datasets include the
standard error of the vertically integrated CO propagated along
the integration track as a systematic uncertainty, ranging from
1.9 to 5.6%. For the AVK, when information on the true profile
shape is unavailable, no correction is made on the VCD. These
errors are generally small, where the AVK is more
representative of a clear-sky environment; however, variability
can peak as high as 14%.
Background variability is calculated by looking at the

variation of the background outside the plume edge near the
satellite integration line. RF05 (see Figure S1a) had the highest
background variability at 11% for the operational product
(8.7% preoperational) and RF21 had the lowest background
variability at 1.3% for the operational product (1.5%
preoperational). Transaction lines can also be used to assess
the error of our dVCD calculation. The standard deviation of
neighboring transaction line integration values is compared to
the mean of the selected range to represent any transport
errors due to FLEXPART. This also characterizes a
discretization error for the sampled pixels, but more data
would be needed to separate this further. In total, an error
range of 1.1−14% in the operational dataset (15% preopera-
tional), was calculated using the transaction lines. RF13 did
not consider a transport error since transaction lines were not
necessary for the integration comparison. To get a total
integration error for all cases, a quadrature sum is performed,
assuming that any errors labeled as systematic (or precision) in
the satellite dataset cannot be individually attributed to a
positive or negative offset to the VCD.
3.5.2. Bias Assessment. Without considering geospatial and

FLEXPART emission time corrections, the integrated dVCD
difference of TROPOMI CO relative to CU AirSOF was found
to be +36 and +27% for the operational and preoperational
datasets, respectively (+36 and +23% when leveraging the AVK
correction), as shown in Table 3 (see Table S3 for exact
values). The 95% confidence intervals (CI) differ substantially

from the mean, indicating this relative difference is significant.
After removing an outlier from the RF11 case study, this
comparison improves to +30% operational and +21%
preoperational (+26 and +16% with the AVKs, respectively),
while remaining statistically significant. A consistent finding is
that the preoperational dataset improves the high relative
difference of TROPOMI and is further improved when using
the AVK correction.
Quality assurance steps were taken to further constrain the

error bounds. These steps required that the platforms were
aligned temporally and geospatially, using FLEXPART, if
necessary, and that outliers were removed. In total, 10 integrals
are left to evaluate. When using the AVKs, the comparison
difference relative to the aircraft is reduced to +10%
operational and +7.2% preoperational. While a statistically
insignificant result, the preoperational dataset improves the
analysis, which is a consistent finding. With respect to the 10%
precision and 15% accuracy requirements,47 TROPOMI CO,
with efforts to reduce the comparison bias through quality
assurance steps, is within the operational design requirements
for biomass burning plumes.

Table 2. Error Budget Analysis for CU AirSOF and TROPOMI for All Research Flight Case Studies Integration Values
Following Figure 6a

case study and corresponding percent error on the integration

platform error type error source RF05 RF09 RF11 RF13 RF15 RF21 RF22

aircraft instrument systematic (XS error) 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6
random variability 0.4 1.0 1.2 0.7 1.4 1.7 1.9

comparison background correctionb 0.6 1.9 2.4 0.8 3.1 2.7 0.7
average distance 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.2
average total integral error 2.7 3.4 3.7 2.8 4.3 4.1 3.3

satellite operational instrument systematic uncertainty 1.9 4.8 4.3 1.9 3.1 5.6 3.8
null space (AVK correction) 0.1 0.1 14 0.3 0.2 2.7 1.6

comparison background variabilityc 11 2.5 3.5 7.2 8.4 1.3 3.0
FLEXPART line error 14 13 14 1.1 8.0
total integral error 11 15 19 7.5 17 6.4 9.5

satellite preop. instrument systematic uncertainty 2.8 2.5 4.3 1.9 3.1 5.6 3.8
null space (AVK correction) 0.1 0.1 3.5 1.4 0.0 1.9 4.8

comparison background variabilityc 8.7 2.5 3.7 2.4 8.3 1.5 2.8
FLEXPART line error 14 12 15 1.1 8.2
total integral error 9.1 14 14 3.4 17 6.2 11

aAll errors are expressed as percentages. bBackground correction on SOF performed by comparing plume edge CO to mean plume-enhanced CO.
cBackground variability assessed by comparing mean CO outside plume in neighboring pixels relative to mean enhancement.

Table 3. Bias Assessment of TROPOMI Relative to
Aircrafta,b

description
number of
data points

operational satellite
relative difference

preop. satellite
relative difference

all integrals 15 36 ± 21 [32] 27 ± 20 [22]
using AVK 36 ± 27 [28] 23 ± 21 [18]
remove
outlierc

14 30 ± 17 [31] 21 ± 16 [15]

using AVK 26 ± 19 [23] 16 ± 16 [10]
quality
assuredd

10 16 ± 15 [7.7] 13 ± 15 [5.6]

using AVK 10 ± 15 [2.8] 7.2 ± 15 [2.8]
aError bounds are expressed as average ± 95% confidence interval
[median] (%). bTROPOMI Mission Requirements from Veefkind et
al.:47 10% precision, 15% accuracy for a single pixel; ∼8% over ∼4
integrated pixels. cRemoves 1 transect from RF11. dRequires
FLEXPART and/or geospatial alignment, RF05, RF11, RF13
PUN_C-04, and RF21 PUN_C-04 are removed from this analysis.
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Additionally, CU AirSOF case study errors can be used to
conclude that atmospheric variability on the subsatellite pixel
scale remains a significant, yet statistical, source of uncertainty.
Integrated CO dVCDs varied on average by 2.4 × 1024 molec
cm−2·cm (28% on average, full range: 6.6−64%), which was
lower than any integrated CO dVCD measured by the satellite.
Atmospheric variability with respect to the satellite is
significant with respect to the fundamental sampling challenge.
The preoperational dataset helped reduce the comparison bias
for the study, which is in line with the findings of Borsdorff et
al.,9 showing that the high bias of TROPOMI CO with
TCCON is reduced from 6.2 ppb (operational processing) to
3 ppb (preoperational). As shown here, a small positive relative
difference remains in comparison with the TCCON reference
measurements, perhaps due to aerosol multiple scattering in
optically thick wildfire smoke. This effect is explored in further
detail in Section 3.6. Small contributions to the bias are
expected in wildfire smoke but cannot be individually
attributed like what was shown for CU AirSOF. Thus, it is
expected that part of the difference is due to heterogeneity
within the 3-D measurement volume of the wildfire plume.

3.6. Radiative Transfer in Optically Thick Plumes.
Figure 7 shows the resulting McArtim3 calculations for these

spectral regimes. The top row shows the calculated BoxAMFs,
and the bottom row illustrates an ideal profile shape by
convolving a unit-area Gaussian aerosol plume that was used to
model aerosol extinction in McArtim3. For AOD355 greater
than 1.0, the BoxAMF falls to zero quickly in the lowest 1.5
kmsl. Some information can be leveraged below the plume for
AOD355 less than 1.0 and more so in the visible, however, low
aerosol loads, where AOD355 = 0.05 would be needed to attain
BoxAMFs near 1.0 at plume peak in the UV. Figure 7c,f shows
the equivalent information for the SWIR regime. Upon
comparison, the peak BoxAMF values occur at the plume
peak of 2.0 km in both cases, however, the behavior below the
plume is different across the spectral regimes. At low aerosol
loads, where the original AOD355 is less than 1.0, effects of
aerosol extinction at all regimes are minimized as sensitivity is

retained throughout the vertical extent of the atmosphere.
Interestingly, for all AOD2337.5, the BoxAMFs are geometric
(values > ∼2.1), which is indicative of a photon traveling
through the plume, reflecting off the surface, and traveling
through the plume a second time before arriving at the
TROPOMI detector.
AMFs, shown in Table 4, were calculated for the UV, visible,

and SWIR regimes by integrating the BoxAMFs over the
vertical extent of the model grid. As was found in Theys et
al.,11 at AOD355 greater than 2.0, the AMF falls off below 0.3
due to smoke masking, and the measured TROPOMI column
would require an ∼6× correction on the SCD to convert to a
VCD. The SWIR AMF exceeded 2.16 for all AOD2337.5 and a
surface albedo of 0.10. As discussed in Landgraf et al.,27 the
TROPOMI SWIR retrieval struggles in the presence of clouds.
However, these RTM calculations suggest at modest surface
albedos near 0.1, TROPOMI is capable of sensing CO in thick
wildfire plumes that, while optically dense in the UV−vis, are
optically thinner in the SWIR.
Figure 8 shows the results of the albedo sensitivity studies

performed for the SWIR. In the absence of surface reflectivity,
shown in Figure 8a,e, the SWIR behaves similarly to the UV
case study shown previously where photon sensitivity falls to
zero below the plume peak of 2.0 km. This suggests that
photon backscatter in the aerosol plume is responsible for the
increased BoxAMF values rather than scattering due to albedo.
As the surface albedo was increased to 0.05 in panels (b) and
(f), sensitivity below the plume peak was reestablished for all
AOD2337.5. For example, for AOD2337.5 = 0.6, the BoxAMF
below the plume was ∼1.6 and could vary as high as ∼2.2 for a
surface albedo of 0.05. From Table 4, even with no albedo in
the SWIR, adding in the aerosol such that AOD2337.5 = 0.6
brings the AMF within 20% of the AMF in the same case ran
with a surface albedo of 0.05. Thus, aerosol backscatter
accounts for a significant number of photons returned to the
detector with additional contributions due to increases in
surface reflectivity.
Values greater than 2.15 (geometric photon paths) indicate

that the path length has increased over the geometric value.
Since albedo does not account for this effect, aerosol multiple
scattering, e.g., in thick wildfire smoke, could explain this effect.
We hypothesize that this effect accounts for a small percentage
of the disagreement between the platforms. From Figure 8b,
for an AOD2337.5 of 0.12 or less, the BoxAMF ranges from
∼2.16 to ∼2.35 at the 2.0 km plume peak and results in a near-
constant AMF calculation. Then, up to ∼3.6% variability is
seen between the cases where AOD2337.5 exceeds 0.12, which
suggests that multiple scattering is occurring inside the plumes
and would lead to higher absolute VCDs seen by TROPOMI.
Hence, a CO retrieval approach that would not account for
multiple scattering on aerosols in the plume would over-
estimate the VCD. The TROPOMI CO retrieval uses a
multiscattering forward calculation in the retrieval accounting
for this effect; however, a more complex model may be needed
to account for scattering by aerosols in optically thick wildfire
smoke.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Suborbital measurements of CO VCDs from CU AirSOF were
used to evaluate the performance of the TROPOMI opera-
tional and preoperational CO data products in smoke plumes
during the 2018 Western U.S. wildfire season. CU AirSOF and
TROPOMI both measure CO VCDs, but CU AirSOF

Figure 7. (a) UV, (b) visible, and (c) SWIR box air mass factors
simulated for a Gaussian-distributed aerosol profile (gray trace in (d−
f)) following the fit parameters in Table S2. These calculations are
performed for a nadir viewing satellite under idealized geometries.
Selected (d) UV, (e) visible, and (f) SWIR box air mass factors
multiplied by a unit-area Gaussian to illustrate the effect of profile
shape on the sensitivity of the retrieval.
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conducts measurements at finer spatial resolution (few 100 m)
in an upward-looking geometry that complements the satellite
nadir view. Advantages of deploying CU AirSOF include the
ability to actively deal with the sampling challenge by
integrating small-scale variations in CO concentrations both
vertically and horizontally across the entire plume cross section
(every 10−30 min), the ability to better access background
CO columns adjacent to the plumes, and the ability to
characterize CO VCD variations within satellite ground pixels.
Such access over the entire plume volume is a prerequisite to
approximating the temporal (once or twice daily) and spatial
scales probed by TROPOMI. The key results from the
comparisons are as follows:

• FLEXPART reduced the comparison bias between CU
AirSOF and TROPOMI CO measurements and
revealed that the preoperational satellite dataset
improved the high bias to +7.2% after considering the
AVK.

• The reduction of systematic high bias identified in this
paper at high aerosol load is consistent with the findings
of Borsdorff et al.9 showing that deploying the SEOM-
IAS cross sections in the preoperational retrieval reduces
the bias with TCCON from ∼6.5% (operational) to
3.2% (preoperational). TCCON stations are located
mainly in unpolluted remote areas, where CO VCDs and

aerosol load are lower than in this study. A minor
contribution to the high comparison difference (1−3%)
is likely not caused by high aerosol load. An evaluation at
TCCON sites near polluted regions is desirable.

• Radiative transfer modeling suggests that the TROPO-
MI CO retrieval is sensitive to CO measurements
throughout the entire vertical extent of the wildfire
plume. Total column measurements are possible even
under the extreme case of high aerosol load within thick
smoke plumes.

• Radiative transfer simulations indicate that multiple
scattering typically is responsible for increasing satellite
CO signals by 5−10% in thick smoke plumes; by
contrast, smoke masking can reduce satellite signals of
UV-absorbing gases by up to a factor 6 (600%) in thick
smoke.

• The forward model of the TROPOMI CO retrieval
accounts for multiple scattering on aerosols; however, it
was designed to be applicable for global retrievals.
Hence, future studies are needed to see if improvements
can be made in wildfire smoke.

This study showed that CU AirSOF is a powerful tool to
evaluate satellite measurements even under heterogeneous
conditions and at high aerosol pollution typical of wildfire
plumes. A simple, direct comparison of the measurements is

Table 4. Calculated AMFs from McArtim3 Following TROPOMI Geometry (SA Stands for Surface Albedo)a

spectral regime AMFs

UV (355 nm) vis (455 nm) SWIR (2337.5 nm)

UV AOD case studyb,c SA = 0.05 SA = 0.05 SA = 0.0 SA = 0.05 SA = 0.10 SA = 0.15

0.05 0.96 1.27 1.09 2.15 2.16 2.15
0.10 0.93 1.23 1.20 2.15 2.16 2.16
0.20 0.88 1.20 1.30 2.15 2.16 2.16
0.50 0.78 1.12 1.44 2.16 2.17 2.18
1.0 0.65 1.03 1.52 2.16 2.19 2.19
2.0 0.49 0.85 1.57 2.18 2.21 2.21
5.0 0.25 0.50 1.72 2.21 2.25 2.29
10.0 0.13 0.27 1.85 2.21 2.29 2.34

aUV AODs are scaled and follow the accompanying sequence: ..., 0.60. Full details of this calculation are provided in Text S4. bVisible AODs: 0.03,
0.07, 0.14, 0.34, 0.69, 1.38, 3.44, 6.89. cSWIR AODs: 0.003, 0.006, 0.01, 0.03, 0.06, 0.12, 0.30, 0.60.

Figure 8. Albedo sensitivity study for the SWIR spectral regime. Surface albedos from 0.0 to 0.15 were tested. (a−d) BoxAMFs and (e−h)
normalized profile shapes to the aerosol plume (gray trace).
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not possible in most cases since the strong temporal and spatial
variability of CO in the wildfire plume needs to be accounted
for. Future work would also include three-dimensional
radiative transfer, which might be needed to resolve sub-pixel
variability in radiative conditions. Globally, access to an aircraft
may be limited or impossible, and this study confirmed for the
first time that the TROPOMI CO product can be used to
evaluate global wildfire emission fluxes with careful consid-
eration taken for background corrections, ground pixel size,
and atmospheric variability.
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